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Mike Mills’s The Architecture of Reassurance features a teenager named Alice who leaves her neighborhood to explore a California suburb.  Alice imagines that everyone in this 
perfectly constructed environment must live perfect lives -- that the community is as harmonious as the buildings themselves.  The film is influenced by Mills’s childhood impressions. “I 
used to go through developments like that and feel that it was the embodiment of happy people,” says Mills, “I really had this confusion where I thought because everything was so 
integrated design-wise, everybody who lives there must be integrated, they must all have the same kind of feeling.” 
 
Mills, who began his career as a graphic designer, eventually turned his attention to film, directing numerous music videos and distinctive commercials for Gap and Volkswagen.  With 
Roman Coppola, Mills founded the Director’s Bureau, a small company known internationally for its conceptually and aesthetically quirky 
videos and commercials.  These business ventures allowed Mills the freedom and funds to create personal work such as The Architecture 

of Reassurance.   
 
In his non-commercial films, Mills often combines real-life action and fictive narrative. Elise Lappin may be an actress playing Alice, but the 
people by the bar-b-cues and their teenage daughters really live in the housing development.  And, while Alice and a handful of other 
characters have scripted lines, many of those featured in the video are documented as they respond to interview questions posed by Mills. 
 
Mills shows that he has his finger on the pulse of youth. Alice -- no doubt named after the heroine who fell into a strange new world in Alice 

in Wonderland – is scripted and directed with humor and sensitivity, making her an icon for the fragile adolescent psyche.  The fact that Mills 
gave Alice the last name “Cooper” (tipping his hat to teen-angst rocker Alice Cooper) is one of the many tongue-in-cheek touches that 
pepper this story.   
 
Ultimately, Mills uses Alice’s adventure to address the commonly held belief that the creation of a harmonious physical environment will lead to an ideal, conflict-free community.  By 
seeing the world through Alice’s eyes, however, The Architecture of Reassurance deflates that illusion, revealing the tension and imperfections of suburban life. 


